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Monitoring silt content in sediments off the Dutch Coast
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ABSTRACT
Silts, present in sand extraction sites, can potentially mobilize in the water column and result in increased turbidity of the North Sea.
The main knowledge gap in assessing this potential risk is the capacity to buffer silts in the sandy sediments. To assess this buffering
potential, Rijkswaterstaat and Stichting LaMER started a Monitoring and evaluation program (MEP Sandmining) to monitor, amongst
others, the concentration and variation of fines in the sediments off the Dutch Coast.
We monitored the concentration of fines in the sediment along 3 cross-shore tracks, ranging from 0-9 km off the coast, with the
Medusa system and by taking sediment samples. The Medusa system results in continuous measurements of the silt content of
sediments along a line, the samples have been used for validation purposes.
In the period September 2009 - Oktober 2010, 6 campaigns have been conducted. Measurements show that, although the silt content
is very low (<5%), the silt content can vary strongly on small spatial scales. Temporal variations show how the silt content along the
profiles change. Comparing silt concentrations to the daily averaged wave height before the measurements, indicates that the silt
contents increase with declining wave height.

INTRODUCTION
Silts, present in sand extraction sites, can potentially mobilize in
the water column and result in increased turbidity of the North
Sea. Computer models predict that this potential effect will not
have significant consequences for ecology exploiting current
quantities. However, the assumptions of these models have to be
verified by a monitoring and evaluation program (MEP
Sandmining) (Ellerboek e.a., 2008). The main knowledge gap in
assessing this potential risk is the capacity to buffer silts in the
sandy sediments. Fine silts present in the water column will settle
during calm weather and will be stored in the upper decimeters of
the sediment bed. During events, like a storm, these fines will go
in suspension. The time scales involved in these processes and the
behavior of the fine material in the upper layer of the sediment are
part of the MEP of Stichting LaMER and Rijkswaterstaat. Other
topics of this MEP relate to the significance of increased
suspended silt and decreased amounts of algae on the growth of
shellfish like Ensis directus. Apart from the sediment-based
research presented in this paper, also measurements of
concentrations of Suspended Particulate Matter (SPM) in the
water column are conducted by taking water samples and by insitu measuring CTD, suspension concentrations and chlorophyl.

spatial variation in the silt content e.g. due to the presence of
small-scale morphological features as ripple structures can result
in data that is not representative for large areas. Spatial variation
can be mapped by taking large amounts of sediment samples,
which is often too expensive.
Different hydrographic methods exist to map the variation in the
composition of the sediments on the seafloor. Analysis of the
acoustic signals of multi-beam and single-beam echosounders or
side-scan sonar, gives high-resolution images of the composition
sediments. This information helps to zone the seafloor in a classes
with one type of acoustic reflection that can be related to a certain
type of sediment. It is though not possible to determine absolute
concentrations of silt and sand or absolute values of grain sizes of
the sediment bed [du Four et al, 2005]. We propose a method that
directly measures some chemical constituents of the seafloor
sediments, that can directly be related to sediment composition.
This relation is established by a calibration in the laboratory.

The Medusa survey system

This system (named Medusa) is towed over the seafloor behind
a vessel. Each second, the system measures concentrations of the
natural occurring radionuclides of the seafloor. These
radionuclides (40K, 232Th and 238U) are present in rocks and
sediments since the origin of the earth and can be measured with a
gamma spectrometer. The system measures the background
radiation that is emitted by soil and sediments. Various research
projects have shown how silt, sand and heavy minerals contain
different concentrations and ratios of radionuclides [de Meijer,
1998]. This method is also used to measure median grain size in
the field [Nederbracht and Koomans, 2005] and to map the
concentration of silts in sediments [Venema and de Meijer, 2001].

Traditionally, silt content in the sediment bed is determined by
taking sediment samples by (box)coring or taking grab samples.
These measurements give accurate information on one spot, but

The advantage of the proposed system over traditional sediment
sampling, is that the detailed maps of sediment composition

This paper focuses on monitoring changes in the content of
fines in the sediments that can (re)suspend into the water column.

MAPPING SEDIMENT COMPOSITION
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determine the spaatial variation at
a a small scalee. Moreover, it is a
cosst effective methhod for monitorring purposes.

Deefining the b
benchmark

e
the maass of fine mateerial that poten
ntially suspendss
To estimate
into th
he water colum
mn, we decidedd to map the content of thee
fraction
n <35 µm in thee sediment. Theerefore, the fracction <35 µm iss
used ass a benchmark for
f the Medusa measurements.

The
T specific cooncentrations off radionuclides for each sedim
ment
fracction (also callled fingerprint) allows the meeasurements off the
rad
dionuclides in the sediment to be translated into mapss of
sed
diment composiition. To deterrmine fingerpriint of the mateerial
thatt will end up inn the water coluumn as SPM, we
w need to 1) deefine
the grain size fracttion of the SPM
M; 2) define the content of SPM
M in
diments from thhe site.
sed
Grain
G
size of SP
PM
SPM
S
has been sampled in thhe field and waas analysed witth a
Maalvern particle sizer [Blok, 2010]. These seediments were not
pre-treated to rem
move organic matter
m
or carbo
onates. Part off the
SPM
M consists off organic matteer. We estimaated the carbonnate
con
ntent in the sam
mpled material at
a maximum 10%, the OM conntent
in the
t sediment saamples is ~1%. It is not clearr how much off the
OM
M is involved in the soil-w
water interactio
on. The sedim
ment
sam
mples located oon the positionn of the PSM samples
s
have bbeen
anaalyzed with the Malvern particle sizeer. Because our
inv
vestigation focuuses on the fineest fraction of the sediments, the
graains >90 µm haave been removed. The sedim
ment samples hhave
beeen pre-treated too remove carboonate and organiic matter.
The
T sieve analyyses of these samples from the water coluumn
(Fig
gure 1) show thhat 90% of the SPM is < 35 µm,
µ with a meddian
graain size of 16 µ
µm. The analyssis of the sedim
ments show a m
more
bim
modal type grain size distributtion with a slig
ght increase aroound
10--20 µm (bewaree that due to thhe pre-sieving on
o 90 µm, a parrt of
the material mightt be removed. The
T closer to 90
0 µm, the moree has
beeen removed).

Figure 2: scatterplotss of silt contentt (%<63µm) vs potassium andd
U+Th for sedimentsamples from vvarious projeccts around thee
North Sea..The resullting numbers of clay fractio
on are derivedd
from different
d
systemss (Malvern, sieeving).The brow
wn datapoint iss
based on measuremeents of SPM. Only datapoin
nts with a siltt
fraction
n >3% are plottted.
Mea
asuring SPM in
n sediment withh a content of fines >3%
Prev
vious studies hav
ve shown that cconcentrations of K, U and Thh
differ between
b
clay an
nd sand (Figure
re 2). Despite th
he fact that thee
samplees come from different projjects and the samples weree
analyzeed with differen
nt sieving methhods, a clear co
orrelation existss
betweeen silt fractio
on and radioonuclide conceentration. Thee
concen
ntration of K in clay is a factoor of 2 larger th
han in sand, thee
concen
ntration of the sum
s
of U and T
Th in clay is about
a
a factor 3
larger than in sand. The fingerprinnt of SPM is determined byy
f
the water column and by
y measuring thee
taking SPM samples from
ntrations of raadionuclides oof these samp
ples. Also thee
concen
radionu
uclide concen
ntration SPM correlates well
w
with thee
measurrements on sediiment samples.
Mea
asuring SPM in
n sediment withh a content of fines <3%
The North Sea seediments contaain a low con
ntent of fines..
Malverrn analyses of 6 campaigns giive an average fraction of 0.99
% (± 1.6)
1 of sedimen
nt with a grain size <35µm. Please
P
note thatt
the method of analysiis strongly deteermines the resu
ult: all sampless
have allso been analyzed by sieving aand sedigraaf. These
T
analyses

Fig
gure 1: Sieve annalysis of sedim
ment in suspenssion (upper figu
gure)
and
d seafloor sediiments. Prior to
t analysing, th
he grains >90 µm
werre removed by ssieving

8
158

Figure 3: Box-whiskerr plot of the % <
<35 µm of sediiment samples
of diffeerent campaignss, measured witth the Malvern particle
p
sizer.
A star (with number) shows
s
the averaage.
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MEASU
UREMENT
T PROGRAM
M
The program focused on two linee measurementss, with a lengthh
m, perpendiculaar to the coastlinne (A and C traack in Figure 5))
of 8 km
and tw
wo lines, with a length of 10 km
m, parallel to the coastline (B
B
and D track in Figure 5). The site was located neear Bergen aann
n total 6 cam
mpaigns were conducted in the period off
Zee. In
Septem
mber 2009-Okto
ober 2010.

RESULT
TS
Figure
F
4: scatterrplot of silt conttent (%<35µm, measured on a
Malvern)
M
vs potaassium and U+T
Th for sedimentt samples takenn
du
uring the projecct. The red line present a linea
ar fit of the
sa
amples with a siilt content >0.33% and <3%. The
T green line
prresents the finggerprint of SPM
M (see Figure 2)..
giv
ve an average frraction of 1.6 % (± 1.4) of sed
diment with a ggrain
sizee <35µm.
The
T sediment saamples have a very low silt co
ontent, close too the
low
wer limit of deteection of the ‘trraditional’ sam
mple techniques and
pro
obably close to tthe fingerprintiing method of th
he Medusa systtem.
Thee concentrationns of K and thee summed conccentration of U+
+Th
are compared withh Malvern analyysis in Figure 4.
A large numberr of samples have
h
a fraction <35 µm, whicch is
smaaller than 0.3%
%. These samplles (orange collored in the graaph)
are probably beloow detection limit and are omitted from the
anaalysis. The red line gives a linear fit of the samples with silts
measured above detection lim
mit. Figure 4 does
d
not show
w a
oncentration K, but
corrrelation betweeen the silt fracttion and the co
doees show a coorrelation betw
ween the silt fraction and the
con
ncentration of U+Th. How
wever, this co
orrelation deviiates
stro
ongly from the fingerprint of SPM.
S
An
A additional aanalysis of thee chemical com
mposition of thhese
sam
mples shows thhat heavy minerrals are presentt in the sedimeents.
Thee concentrationn of these heaavy minerals (with
(
an increaased
con
ncentration of U
U+Th) correlatee strongly with the silt fractioon in
the sediments. Thee correlation beetween the silt fraction and U+
+Th
is therefore the result of a cross correlation betw
ween U+Th, heeavy
min
nerals and grainn size.
To
T conclude thhe fingerprint analyses,
a
we haave shown thatt the
con
ncentration of U+Th is ennriched in SP
PM and that the
con
ncentration of U
U+Th is enrichhed in heavy minerals.
m
For S
SPM
fracctions >3%, thee enrichment inn U+Th due to
o heavy mineralls is
neg
gligible and U+
+Th can be used
u
as a direcct proxy for S
SPM
con
ntent. For SPM
M fractions <3%
%, the determination of absoolute
con
ncentrations off SPM contennt is possible with an adappted
caliibration. Due to their higherr density, sediiment transport
rt of
heaavy minerals is smaller than sediment
s
transp
port rates of quuartz
and
d clays. In the rregion of studyy, outside the breaker
b
bar systtem,
sortting of heavy m
minerals is a verry slow processs [Koomans andd de
Meeijer, 2004] andd we can assum
me that within th
he time span off our
stud
dy the contennt of heavy minerals
m
is co
onstant. With this
assu
umption, changges in the conttent of U+Th can be attribute d to
chaanges in SPM ccontent of the sediments. With
h this approach,, we
hav
ve a system foor quantitativelly monitoring the change in the
con
ntent of fines inn the sediment.
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Figu
ure 6 shows the results of trackk C. The averag
ge silt content iss
0.6% with
w
an increassed zone of 1..1% around 50
00 m from thee
coast. Sample
S
location
n CC2 is locatedd in this elevateed zone.
The change in silt content with reespect to the T0
0 measurementt
of Septtember 2009 is visible in Figurre 6. Almost alll measurementss
show a positive deviattion from the SSeptember meassurements, onlyy
the reg
gion 2000-3500
0 m shows low
wer a lower siltt content in T33
and T4
4 measurements. The total deviiation is betweeen -2.5 and 5%.

DISCUSSSION
The main goal of the study is too understand th
he buffering off
ve action is ann
SPM in the sediment. Since we exxpect that wav
importaant driving forrce in the mobiilization of thee fine material,,
wave heights
h
of the periods
p
before the measuremeents have beenn
analyzeed. As a first exploration,
e
wee compared thee average wavee
height 2 days beforee the measurem
ement with thee averaged siltt
contentt in the sedimen
nt (Figure 7).
The comparison (F
Figure 7) show
ows how in th
he T1 and T22
c
is 4-88% higher thaan in the T00
measurrements, silt content
measurrement. Prior to
o these campaiigns, the wave height is 100-120 cm
m, which is 80cm
m lower than thhe wave height prior to the T00
campaiign. This small dataset indicaates that after a short periodd
with lo
ower wave heigh
ht, the silt conteent in the sedim
ment is higher.

Figure 5: overview off the measured ttracks.
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Figure 6: Result of the monitoring of track C, with the change in silt fraction, silt content in the T0 measurement and water depth..

CONCLUSIONS
An intensive study on the grain size distribution and chemical
composition of SPM and fine sediments samples from the North
Sea, show that the Medusa system is a powerful tool for mapping
fine sediments in situ. For silt concentrations >3% a direct relation
between the concentration of radionuclides and silt content can be
used; for silt concentrations <3% the change in the content of fine
silts can be mapped.
8
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Figure 7: Change in average silt content as function of averaged
wave height before the measurement.
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